Quilt Beginnings

Annika’s Throw Pillows
Video Class
Supply List
Instructor: Pam Churches
Required CD: “Annika’s Throw Pillows” by Kimberbell
NOTE: You must have an embroidery machine with minimum hoop size 6” x
10” in order to complete the 16” square pillow featured in video. The 14”
pillow requires a minimum 5x7 hoop while the 24” pillow requires a minimum
8x12 hoop.
Project description: Learn how to create chenille using your embroidery
machine. There are three different pillows, each in three sizes – 14”, 16”
and 24” square pillows. The video features the 16” chenille circles pillow
with the circles all one color. Also included on the video are instuctions for creating
a professional covered zippered pillow back.

Fabric requirements listed are for the 16” chenille circles pillow with one
color fabric used for the circles; other fabric requirements can be found on
the required CD
1 yard fabric for circles – this includes a base layer and three layers
of chenille for each circle. There are a total of 24 circles.
¾ yard velveteen or 2 packages of Kimberbell Velveteen
1 fat quarter fabric for pillow back
1/8 yard fabric that covers zipper and zipper tabs – this can be the
same fabric as pillow back or a contrasting fabric
1 yard SF 101 fusible stabilizer
14” zipper
18” square pillow
Stabilizer enough for six hoopings (minimum hoop size for this pillow
is 6”x10”) – sample uses Floriani stitch and wash stabilizer
Embroidery thread to match velveteen
Embroidery thread to match fabric for circles
General purpose sewing thread for constructing back of pillow
(6) 6 x 8 1/2” pieces of batting or battilizer
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General sewing supplies that are needed:
Chenille cutter featured in video
Seam ripper to remove basting stitches
Embroidery tape optional
Prewound bobbins
Cutting instructions for the 16” chenille circles pillow:
From the circles fabric, cut (6) 6” by width of fabric strips
Subcut each strip into (4) 6”x8 ½” pieces
Yield (24) 6x8 ½” pieces
(for each circle you will need one base piece and three pieces
for the chenille)
From velveteen cut (6) 7”x9” pieces
(6) 6 x 8 ½” pieces of batting
For the pillow back:
Interface the fat quarter with SF 101
Interface the 1/8 yard fabric with SF 101
Follow video instructions to complete pillow back
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